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Economic recovery will require progress on vaccination
and the ongoing commitment from the monetary and fiscal
authorities over the coming months. We will be vigilant
in the post-pandemic world as the risks of higher growth
and inflation rise from excessive policy, pent-up consumer
demand, and supply chain disruptions. Questions we ask:
How will the Federal Reserve react? How will domestic and
international investors react? How will the market price risk if
valuations and fundamentals become even more detached?

It’s uphill from here
As we finished 2020, despite the pandemic, fixed income
investments enjoyed strong performance, driven by robust
investor demand and supportive monetary and fiscal policy.
However, the path forward is likely uphill, perhaps for some
time to come.
Valuations across the global bond market have gotten more
expensive. Without price appreciation from a large decline in
yields or tightening credit spreads, most sectors will simply
earn their coupons. Total returns in 2021 should be lower.

Bonds continue to provide stability
Two primary purposes of bonds are to provide diversification
against equity risk and capital preservation. We believe
bonds will continue to retain those attributes, and we are
also confident that the relationship between risk and reward
will remain strong over time. Credit sectors offer the best
opportunity for tangible income.

Our broad positioning is unchanged. But we steadily reduced
our overall active risk exposures as bond markets recovered
and prices rose.
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Sources: Bloomberg Barclays indexes and J.P. Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index, as of December 31, 2020.
Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. The performance of an index is not an exact representation of any particular investment, as you
cannot invest directly in an index.
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Section 01 | Rates and inflation

Rates and inflation
With yields at shorter maturities anchored by central bank policy, interest rate volatility remained low. But the longer end of the
yield curve in the U.S. began to reflect investors’ optimism about improved economic growth and higher inflation, driven by
news about COVID-19 vaccine efficacy and availability. The U.S. Treasury yield curve steepened during the quarter, with the
Treasury yields beyond 10 years rising around 20 basis points.
Nominal yields are rising but not beyond the Fed’s comfort zone, and they could rise further given the current conditions.
Curve-steepening strategies play a role now. We expect the Fed to push back on any significant yield increase that is not
accompanied by growth and inflation, which will likely cap the 10-year yield at around 1.60%. Higher yields also attract buyers,
which will help mitigate against a runaway sell-off.
U.S. breakeven inflation spreads show that investors are pricing in a higher probability for future inflation, particularly in
the near term. The widely watched measure increased toward the all-important 2% level at year-end. That trend continued
during the first few trading days of 2021 as a new Democratic majority in the U.S. Senate seemed to pave the way for
additional fiscal stimulus.
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Mortgage-backed securities

Attractive yield pickup

The Bloomberg Barclays US Mortgage Backed Securities
Index generated a fourth-quarter return of 25 basis points
while returns for similar duration Treasuries were essentially
flat. Borrower refinancings and prepayments slowed more
than expected in December, which drove the sector’s
performance for the quarter.

The prospects for mortgage-backed securities (MBS) in 2021
are bright. With spreads around 40 basis points above those
of Treasuries (the 60th percentile over the last 10 years),
agency MBS offer an attractive yield pickup over government
bonds, with lower volatility than fixed income credit. We
expect investor demand, and the Fed’s $40 billion purchase
of MBS a month, to continue, providing strong support.

While investors welcomed a slowdown in prepayments, we
aren’t yet prepared to signal the all-clear signal that this risk
has subsided. Lenders continued to capitalize on increased
borrower refinancings as mortgage rates touched historical
lows. We think this activity will taper as the population of
eligible borrowers shrinks, but prepayment risk remains an
important factor to manage against.

We are focused on the parts of the market that offer
lower prepayment sensitivity, particularly specified
pools, collateralized mortgage obligations, and lowercoupon mortgages.

Implications for Vanguard funds:
• Rate hikes are a long ways off, but higher U.S. yields
are likely at longer maturities. We will leverage curvesteepening strategies when appropriate.
• Targeted MBS exposure is likely to offer a better
risk-reward outcome versus Treasuries.

For institutional and sophisticated investors only. Not for public distribution.
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Section 02 | Credit markets

Credit markets
Credit markets have completed a round trip from the March sell-off, and spread levels are again near the lowest levels
seen in the last 10 years. We expect further price appreciation will be more limited, but we still foresee credit continuing to
outperform developed markets government bonds in the near term.
We are maintaining a reduced overweight to credit risk relative to our position earlier this past year, selectively positioning
across the pockets of the market still likely to benefit from an improving macroeconomic backdrop. Cyclical sectors, select
COVID-19-sensitive segments, and some lower-quality securities offer value. Issuer fundamentals will dictate our exposures.

Credit spreads compressed even further in the fourth quarter (in basis points)
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Investment-grade corporates

High-yield corporates

The Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Bond Index returned
slightly more than 3.0% during the fourth quarter driven
by further spread compression, which overwhelmed the
negative impact of a modest rise in longer-maturity Treasury
yields. European corporates generated just more than 2.5%
(Bloomberg Barclays Pan European Aggregate Corporate
Index), and both U.S. and European markets ended the
period with credit spreads that were under 100 basis points.

The Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield Bond
Index returned 6.45% in the quarter, another strong
performance. Credit spreads narrowed an additional 157
basis points, helping to push the overall yield of the index to
an all-time low of 4.18%. With more than 70% of the broad
high-yield market priced to its next call date, further priceappreciation opportunities are mathematically more limited.

Credit valuations remain rich, especially in shorter maturities
where demand has been steady, supply has fallen, and
central bank accommodation has had the greatest impact.
We expect credit spreads to continue under pressure, with
a slow grind tighter as the economic backdrop improves and
developed markets’ yields stay low.

Returning to normal
The spread differential across credit qualities has compressed.
BBB rated securities have recently outperformed securities
rated A and above, and the COVID-19-sensitive sub-sectors
have begun to catch up in performance.
There are risks, but we expect issuance this year to moderate
and the fundamental picture to steadily improve as companies
fortify their balance sheets in the years ahead.
We remain focused on security selection and relative value
across the sector to drive our performance. We hold select
overweights in fundamentally sound issuers in more COVID19-sensitive sectors that we believe have yet to fully see a
repricing to fair value. We would look to add risk selectively
in a spread-widening scenario.
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Notably, CCC rated securities outperformed higher-quality
securities in the fourth quarter, reversing the trend of
outperformance by BB rated securities observed since
March. CCC rated issuers were one of the last segments of
the credit market to recover.
News about multiple COVID-19 vaccines supported the
broad market and helped boost the performance of the most
COVID-19-sensitive high-yield sectors, such as airlines, retail,
cruise lines, gaming, and hotels.

More issuance, but companies still weak
High-yield issuance set a record in 2020 as companies took
advantage of the low-rate environment to refinance their
existing debt and/or increase their balance sheet liquidity
levels. The glut of new supply was largely a product of the
speed with which capital markets reopened to issuers after
the March sell-off. This allowed struggling businesses to
meet their immediate liquidity needs through secured debt
issuance—thus avoiding bankruptcy or debt restructuring.
However, issuer balance sheets are in a weaker position
with this additional debt burden.

For institutional and sophisticated investors only. Not for public distribution.

Section 02 | Credit markets
More issuance, but companies still weak
(continued)
We believe high-yield issuer fundamentals have largely
bottomed. A return to early 2020 earnings levels may be
further off, but the path back will depend on the sector
and business model.
Many companies focused on reducing largely structural
costs. Sales increases should translate into a steady
improvement in margins and overall profitability across
most segments, while certain sectors like energy and
transportation continues to face longer-term impairments.
We expect default rates to trend lower from current elevated
levels in the coming quarters.
Our positioning is focused more on avoiding the losers rather
than picking the winners. We see pockets of value in the
senior debt of higher-quality issuers in the airline, gaming,
and lodging sectors as well as in the debt of several cyclical
sectors like autos, homebuilding, and industrials.

Emerging markets
Emerging markets (EM) debt ended the year on a solid note.
Despite the economic shock in 2020, EM bonds largely
recovered, with the J.P. Morgan Emerging Market Bond
Index generating a 5.3% return. Spreads compressed in
the final months of the year on strong technicals. Investors
who avoided defaults and distress in places like Argentina,
Lebanon, Ecuador, and Sri Lanka saw broadly positive returns
across credits in their portfolios over the course of the year.
The continuous search for yield has pushed investors further
down the quality spectrum looking for value in the parts of
the bond market that have lagged the postcrisis rally. EM
returns in the quarter reflected the same pattern as the
returns for the high-yield corporate sector. It was the first
time in 2020 that EM high-yield strongly outperformed EM
investment-grade credit.
The full year of performance tells a different story as
EM investment-grade bonds returned 9% for the year while
EM high-yield bonds failed to get back to even, ending 2020
with a –1% return. The EM investment-grade sector retraced
all of its March credit spread widening, while segments of
the EM high-yield sector were still well off levels seen earlier
in the year.

Mid-quality remains the sweet spot
Our positioning throughout the period was similar to how we
began 2020. We maintained a relatively neutral market beta
position overall, coupled with an overweight to mid-quality
issuers and underweight positions in both expensive highquality names and riskier low-quality names.
Mid-quality BB issuers remain best positioned to outperform
across multiple scenarios. Mid-quality BB issuers are less
sensitive to upward movements in U.S. Treasury yields,
making them better insulated against an unexpected growth
scenario, but they also exhibit much better fundamentals than
the riskiest parts of the market, offering better protection in
the event of an unexpected growth shock.

We believe the prospects for EM fixed income in 2021 are
favorable, supported by an improving global economy and
easy global financial conditions. Room for further spread
compression in EM high-yield names means that EM
valuations will stay attractive relative to other fixed income
sectors. We would see any broad-based weakness as an
attractive opportunity to add to our positions.

Structured products
Despite an uptick in new issue supply early in the fourth
quarter, overall issuance was sharply down on a yearover-year basis, and investor demand also was elevated.
Structured securities continue to offer credit diversification
versus corporate bonds and high-quality yield compared with
government bonds.
These factors provided consistent downward pressure
on credit spreads. By the end of the quarter, commercial
MBS (CMBS) credit spreads had retraced about 91%
of their March widening and asset-backed securities (ABS)
had retraced about 98%, leaving current valuations
relatively expensive.

Consumers remain strong
Despite the suboptimal valuation picture, we are
still overweight in ABS. Even in the face of elevated
unemployment rates, the health of the U.S. consumer
remains strong. Delinquency rates are low partly because of
the forced-savings effect of the broader economic shutdown,
coupled with direct payments to borrowers and enhanced
unemployment benefits.
For distressed borrowers, loan servicers were proactive in
using payment extensions, which was effective at mitigating
delinquencies. We see value in the mid-quality investmentgrade securities backed by auto loans and leases and select
opportunities in single-family rental-backed bonds.
In CMBS, delinquency rates in the hotel and retail sectors
were elevated at 19.0% and 12.7%, respectively, at year-end,
while office, industrial, and multifamily delinquencies held
at 2.0% or less. Delinquency rates have trended downward,
and vaccine availability and fiscal-stimulus support could
help shorten the recovery. Among conduit CMBS, the best
opportunities are in deals with a more balanced property
and geographic mix and in securities rated A and above.
In the single-asset CMBS, we favor strongly positioned
retail properties.

Implications for Vanguard funds:
• Selection among bonds issued by companies affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic offers value compared
with the broad market.
• Lower-quality issuers are best positioned for further
spread tightening, but security selection will dictate
our exposures in those segments.
• Consumers are strong, so ABS and CMBS still
offer value for discerning investors.
For institutional and sophisticated investors only. Not for public distribution.
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Section 03 | Municipal bonds

Municipal yields
Municipal bonds continued their strong momentum through
the end of 2020. Yields decreased and spreads tightened
in the fourth quarter, adding to already sizable gains for
the year. In December, Congress delivered stimulus and
appropriations packages totaling $2.3 trillion, which will
direct funding to essential service sectors like hospitals
and transportation. The results of the U.S. Senate runoff
elections in Georgia gave Democrats a federal government
trifecta, boosting hopes for further stimulus that includes
direct aid to states and cities.
Fund inflows remained robust (an estimated $26.9 billion in
the fourth quarter, according to the Investment Company
Institute), while total municipal issuance set a record in 2020.
We expect this strong demand to carry on in 2021 as munis
are still attractive on a relative, tax-adjusted basis. Higher tax
rates, either at the individual or corporate level, are possible
with a Democrat-controlled Senate and could further
increase demand. However, the new administration will
probably wait to propose tax-policy changes while it combats
the pandemic.
Overall, supply should look similar to last year, but with
taxable advance refundings continuing to garner the spotlight
and siphon supply from the tax-exempt portion of the
market. Fiscal stimulus may stave off some deficit-financing
measures, but many issuers will likely practice austerity in
2021 as the economy recovers.
Muni/Treasury ratio
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Sources: Vanguard and Bloomberg, as of December 31, 2020.

Rates may nudge higher
We view interest rate risk as unattractive at this juncture.
High-quality bonds’ yields are near record lows, muni/
Treasury ratios sit at tight levels, and the economic recovery
should nudge longer-dated yields gradually upward. Shortend yields are expected to remain pinned down because of
sustained accommodative Federal Reserve policy.
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Accordingly, we anticipate a steeper muni yield curve in
2021. We have positioned our funds with modest shortduration biases to protect against the risks of a reaccelerating
business cycle, and we prefer to extract value through
credit selection.
As investors consider their portfolio allocations amid a choir
of predictions for higher rates in 2021, we caution against
trying to make investment decisions based on the perceived
timing of interest rate moves. The best way to achieve the
benefits of tax-exempt income is to stay invested. The
municipal market in March of 2020 provided a crash course
on how reactionary selling can damage investment portfolios.
For the long-term investor, a path to higher rates can translate
into higher future returns.

Muni credit
Enhanced investor confidence and the need for yield have
propelled returns in lower-rated investment-grade and highyield munis. While spreads recompress, we still see value
in select A and BBB rated bonds. We spent much of 2020
adding credit risk to our funds and will continue to do so as
we see attractive opportunities. In particular, we like highereducation bonds as their price recovery has lagged because
of fears of enrollment decreases, which have proved to be
overblown.
During the fourth quarter, several states, particularly states
with more procyclical budgets, released tax-receipt data
that were ahead of budget projections. This indicates that
original budget shortfall forecasts were overly conservative,
which should allow states to hold off on some expenditurecutting measures that would consequently hamstring local
economic growth. We believe fundamentals will improve for
most municipal issuers throughout 2021 aided by the vaccine
rollouts, stimulus effects, and recovering employment levels.

Implications for Vanguard funds:
• A steeper yield curve could temper shorter-term
returns, and our funds are positioned with a modest
short-duration bias. Investors should stay disciplined
in setting their duration according to their
investment horizons.
• The economic recovery will transmit benefits
unevenly, so credit selection will remain key to
potentially achieving alpha.

For institutional and sophisticated investors only. Not for public distribution.

Section 04 | Vanguard active bond funds

Vanguard active bond funds

Active fixed income
leadership team

Admiral™ Shares
Vanguard active taxable bond funds

Ticker symbol

Chris Alwine, CFA
Global Head of Credit
31 years’ experience

Expense ratio1

T REASURY/AGENCY
GNMA2

VFIJX

0.11%

Inflation-Protected Securities

VAIPX

0.10

Intermediate-Term Treasury

VFIUX

0.10

Long-Term Treasury

VUSUX

0.10

Short-Term Federal

VSGDX

0.10

Short-Term Treasury

VFIRX

0.10

Joe Davis, Ph.D.
Global Chief Economist
18 years’ experience

Sara Devereux
Global Head of Rates
29 years’ experience

INVESTMENT-GRADE CO RPO RATE
Core Bond

0.10%

VCOBX

Intermediate-Term Investment-Grade

0.10

VFIDX

2

Long-Term Investment-Grade

VWETX

0.12

Short-Term Investment-Grade

VFSUX

0.10

Ultra-Short-Term Bond

VUSFX

0.10

VWEAX

0.13%

Emerging Markets Bond

VEGBX

0.45%

Global Credit Bond

VGCAX

0.25

John Hollyer, CFA
Global Head of
Fixed Income Group
31 years’ experience

B EL OW-INVESTMEN T- G RADE
High-Yield Corporate2
GLOBAL /INTERN ATI O N AL

Paul Malloy, CFA
Head of U.S.
Municipals
16 years’ experience

Vanguard active municipal bond funds
Anne Mathias, CFA
Global Rates and
FX Strategist
25 years’ experience

NATIONAL MUNICI PAL
Short-Term Tax-Exempt

VWSUX

0.09%

Limited-Term Tax-Exempt

VMLUX

0.09

Intermediate-Term Tax-Exempt

VWIUX

0.09

Long-Term Tax-Exempt

VWLUX

0.09

High-Yield Tax-Exempt

VWALX

0.09

VCADX

0.09%

California Long-Term Tax-Exempt

VCLAX

0.09

Massachusetts Tax-Exempt3

VMATX

0.13

Manish Nagar
Global Head of Risk
Management Group
20 years’ experience

S TATE MUNICIPA L
California Intermediate-Term Tax-Exempt

New Jersey Long-Term Tax-Exempt

VNJUX

0.09

New York Long-Term Tax-Exempt

VNYUX

0.09

Ohio Long-Term Tax-Exempt3

VOHIX

0.13

Pennsylvania Long-Term Tax-Exempt

VPALX

0.09

Active fixed income at Vanguard
Municipal bond

Taxable bond

$272B

14 FUNDS*

AUM

$209 B

AUM

5 NATIONAL FUNDS / 7 STATE-SPECIFIC FUNDS

25+ 35+ 60+ 130+
PORTFOLIO
MANAGERS

TRADERS

CREDIT RESEARCH
ANALYSTS

DEDICATED
TEAM MEMBERS

1A
 s reported in each fund’s prospectus. A fund’s current expense ratio may be higher or lower than the figure shown.
2 Investment advisor: Wellington Management Company LLP.
3 Investor Shares available only. There is no minimum investment required for advised clients.
* Includes funds advised by Wellington Management Company LLP.
Note: Data as of December 31, 2020.
For institutional and sophisticated investors only. Not for public distribution.
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For more information about active fixed income, speak with
your financial advisor.
Connect with Vanguard® • global.vanguard.com •
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investing is subject to risk, including possible loss
of principal. Diversification does not ensure a profit or protect against a loss.
Bonds of companies based in emerging markets are subject to national and regional political and economic risks
and to the risk of currency fluctuations. These risks are especially high in emerging markets.
High-yield bonds generally have medium- and lower-range credit-quality ratings and are therefore subject
to a higher level of credit risk than bonds with higher credit-quality ratings.
Bond funds are subject to interest rate risk, which is the chance bond prices overall will decline because of rising
interest rates, and credit risk, which is the chance a bond issuer will fail to pay interest and principal in a timely
manner or that negative perceptions of the issuer’s ability to make such payments will cause the price of that
bond to decline.
Investments in bonds issued by non-U.S. companies are subject to risks including country/regional risk and
currency risk.
Although the income from a municipal bond fund is exempt from federal tax, you may owe taxes on any capital
gains realized through the fund’s trading or through your own redemption of shares. For some investors, a
portion of the fund’s income may be subject to state and local taxes, as well as to the federal Alternative
Minimum Tax.
Be aware that fluctuations in the financial markets and other factors may cause declines in the value of your
account. There is no guarantee that any particular asset allocation or mix of funds will meet your investment
objectives or provide you with a given level of income.
CFA® is a registered trademark owned by CFA Institute.

© 2021 The Vanguard Group, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Vanguard Marketing Corporation, Distributor.
FAFIXINC 022021

Investment Products: Not a Deposit • Not FDIC Insured • Not Guaranteed by the Bank • May Lose Value • Not Insured by Any Federal Government Agency
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Important Information
VIGM, S.A. de C.V. Asesor en Inversiones Independiente (“Vanguard Mexico”) registration number:
30119-001-(14831)-19/09/2018. The registration of Vanguard Mexico before the Comisión Nacional
Bancaria y de Valores (“CNBV”) as an Asesor en Inversiones Independiente is not a certification of
Vanguard Mexico’s compliance with regulation applicable to Advisory Investment Services (Servicios de
Inversión Asesorados) nor a certification on the accuracy of the information provided herein. The
supervision scope of the CNBV is limited to Advisory Investment Services only and not all services provided
by Vanguard Mexico.
This material is solely for informational purposes and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor shall any such securities be offered or sold to any person, in
any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities law
of that jurisdiction. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of the reader.
Securities information provided in this document must be reviewed together with the offering information
of each of the securities which may be found on Vanguard’s website: https://www.vanguardmexico.com/
web/cf/mexicoinstitutional/en/home or www.vanguard.com
Vanguard Mexico may recommend products of The Vanguard Group Inc. and its affiliates and such
affiliates and their clients may maintain positions in the securities recommended by Vanguard Mexico.
ETF Shares can be bought and sold only through a broker and cannot be redeemed with the issuing fund
other than in very large aggregations. Investing in ETFs entails stockbroker commission and a bid-offer
spread which should be considered fully before investing. The market price of ETF Shares may be more or
less than net asset value.
All investments are subject to risk, including the possible loss of the money you invest. Investments in
bond funds are subject to interest rate, credit, and inflation risk. Governmental backing of securities apply
only to the underlying securities and does not prevent share-price fluctuations. High-yield bonds generally
have medium- and lower-range credit quality ratings and are therefore subject to a higher level of credit
risk than bonds with higher credit quality ratings.
There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.
Prices of mid- and small-cap stocks often fluctuate more than those of large-company stocks. Funds that
concentrate on a relatively narrow market sector face the risk of higher share-price volatility. Stocks of
companies are subject to national and regional political and economic risks and to the risk of currency
fluctuations, these risks are especially high in emerging markets. Changes in exchange rates may have an
adverse effect on the value, price or income of a fund.
The information contained in this material derived from third-party sources is deemed reliable, however
Vanguard Mexico and The Vanguard Group Inc. are not responsible and do not guarantee the
completeness or accuracy of such information.
This document should not be considered as an investment recommendation, a recommendation can only
be provided by Vanguard Mexico upon completion of the relevant profiling and legal processes.
This document is for educational purposes only and does not take into consideration your background and
specific circumstances nor any other investment profiling circumstances that could be material for taking
an investment decision. We recommend to obtain professional advice based on your individual
circumstances before taking an investment decision.
These materials are intended for institutional use only and not for public distribution. The information
contained herein does not constitute an offer or solicitation and may not be treated as such in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is against the law, or to anyone for whom it is unlawful to
make such an offer or solicitation, or if the person making the offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so.
Materials are provided only for their exclusive use and shall not be distributed to any other individual or
entity. Broker-dealers, advisers, and other intermediaries must determine whether their clients are eligible
for investment in the products discussed herein.
All investments are subject to risk, including the possible loss of the money you invest. Investments in
bond funds are subject to interest rate, credit, and inflation risk. There is no guarantee that any forecasts
made will come to pass. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
THESE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED AT THE REQUEST OF AND FOR THEEXCLUSIVE USE OF RECIPIENT AND
CONTAIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, WHICH SHALL NOT BE REPRODUCED OR
TRANSMITTED TO ANY THIRD PARTIES WITHOUT VANGUARD’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT. THE
CONTENTS OF THESE MATERIALS SHALL NOT BE UNDERSTOOD AS AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION TO BUY
OR SELL SECURITIES IN BRAZIL AND VANGUARD IS NOT MAKING ANY REPRESENTATION WITH RESPECT
TO THE ELIGIBILITY OF ANY RECIPIENT OF THESE MATERIALS TO ACQUIRE THE INTERESTS IN THE
SECURITIES DESCRIBED HEREIN UNDER THE LAWS OF BRAZIL. SUCH SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN
REGISTERED IN BRAZIL AND NONE OF THE INTERESTS IN SUCH SECURITIES MAY BE OFFERED, SOLD, OR
DELIVERED, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN BRAZIL OR TO ANY RESIDENT OF BRAZIL EXCEPT PURSUANT
TO THE APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF BRAZIL.
‘This document does not constitute, and is not intended to constitute, a public offer in the Republic of
Colombia, or an unlawful promotion of financial/capital market products. The offer of the Product is
addressed to fewer than one hundred specifically identified investors. The Product may not be promoted or
marketed in Colombia or to Colombian residents, unless such promotion and marketing is made in
compliance with Decree 2555/2010 and other applicable rules and regulations related to the promotion of
foreign financial/capital market products in Colombia.
The Product is not and will not be registered before the Colombian National Registry of Securities and
Issuers (Registro Nacional de Valores y Emisores - RNVE) maintained by the Colombian Financial
Superintendency, or before the Colombian Stock Exchange. Accordingly, the distribution of any
documentation in regards to the Product will not constitute a public offering of securities in Colombia.
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The Product may not be offered, sold or negotiated in Colombia, except under circumstances which do not
constitute a public offering of securities under applicable Colombian securities laws and regulations; provided
that, any authorized person of a firm authorized to offer foreign securities in Colombia must abide by the terms
of Decree 2555/2010 to offer the Product privately to its Colombian clients.
The distribution of this material and the offering of shares may be restricted in certain jurisdictions. The
information contained in this material is for general guidance only, and it is the responsibility of any person or
persons in possession of this material and wishing to make application for shares to inform themselves of, and
to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective applicants for shares
should inform themselves of any applicable legal requirements, exchange control regulations and applicable
taxes in the countries of their respective citizenship, residence or domicile.”
THIS OFFER CONFORMS TO GENERAL RULE NO. 336 OF THE CHILEAN FINANCIAL MARKET COMMISSION
(COMISIÓN PARA EL MERCADO FINANCIERO). THE OFFER DEALS WITH SECURITIES NOT REGISTERED UNDER
SECURITIES MARKET LAW, NOR IN THE SECURITIES REGISTRY NOR IN THE FOREIGN SECURITIES REGISTRY OF
THE CHILEAN FINANCIAL MARKET COMMISSION, AND THEREFORE SUCH SECURITIES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO
ITS OVERSIGHT. SINCE SUCH SECURITIES ARE NOT REGISTERED IN CHILE, THE ISSUER IS NOT OBLIGATED TO
PROVIDE PUBLIC INFORMATION IN CHILE REGARDING THE SECURITIES. THE SECURITIES SHALL NOT BE
SUBJECT TO PUBLIC OFFERING UNLESS THEY ARE DULY REGISTERED IN THE CORRESPONDING SECURITIES
REGISTRY IN CHILE.
ESTA OFERTA SE ACOGE A LA NORMA DE CARÁCTER GENERAL N° 336 DE LA COMISIÓN PARA EL MERCADO
FINANCIERO. LA OFERTA VERSA SOBRE VALORES NO INSCRITOS BAJO LA LEY DE MERCADO DE VALORES EN
EL REGISTRO DE VALORES O EN EL REGISTRO DE VALORES EXTRANJEROS QUE LLEVA LA COMISIÓN PARA EL
MERCADO FINANCIERO, POR LO QUE TALES VALORES NO ESTÁN SUJETOS A LA FISCALIZACIÓN DE ÉSTA.
POR TRATARSE DE VALORES NO INSCRITOS, NO EXISTE LA OBLIGACIÓN POR PARTE DEL EMISOR DE
ENTREGAR EN CHILE INFORMACIÓN PÚBLICA RESPECTO DE ESOS VALORES. LOS VALORES NO PODRÁN SER
OBJETO DE OFERTA PÚBLICA MIENTRAS NO SEAN INSCRITOS EN EL REGISTRO DE VALORES
CORRESPONDIENTE.
The securities described herein have not been registered under the Peruvian Securities Market Law (Decreto
Supremo No 093-2002-EF) or before the Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores (SMV).Th There will be no
public offering of the securities in Peru and the securities may only be offered or sold to institutional investors
(as defined in Appendix I of the Institutional Investors Market Regulation) in Peru by means of a private
placement. The securities offered and sold in Peru may not be sold or transferred to any person other than an
institutional investor unless such securities have been registered with the Registro Público del Mercado de
Valores kept by the SMV. The SMV has not reviewed the information provided to the investor. This material is
for the exclusive use of institutional investors in Peru and is not for public distribution.
The Products may be offered or sold in Bermuda only in compliance with the provisions of the Investment
Business Act 2003 of Bermuda. Additionally, non-Bermudian persons may not carry on or engage in any trade or
business in Bermuda unless such persons are authorized to do so under applicable Bermuda legislation.
Engaging in the activity of offering or marketing the Products in Bermuda to persons in Bermuda may be
deemed to be carrying on business in Bermuda.
Vanguard is not intending, and is not licensed or registered, to conduct business in, from or within the Cayman
Islands, and the interests in the Products shall not be offered to members of the public in the Cayman Islands.
The Products have not been and will not be registered with the Securities Commission of The Bahamas. The
Products are offered to persons who are non-resident or otherwise deemed non-resident for Bahamian
Exchange Control purposes. The Products are not intended for persons (natural persons or legal entities) for
which an offer or purchase would contravene the laws of their state (on account of nationality or domicile/
registered office of the person concerned or for other reasons). Further, the offer constitutes an exempt
distribution for the purposes of the Securities Industry Act, 2011 and the Securities Industry Regulations, 2012
of the Commonwealth of The Bahamas.
This document is not, and is not intended as, a public offer or advertisement of, or solicitation in respect of,
securities, investments, or other investment business in the British Virgin Islands, and is not an offer to sell, or a
solicitation or invitation to make offers to purchase or subscribe for, any securities, other investments, or
services constituting investment business in the British Virgin Islands. Neither the securities mentioned in this
document nor any prospectus or other document relating to them have been or are intended to be registered or
filed with the Financial Services Commission of the British Virgin Islands or any department thereof.
This document is not intended to be distributed to individuals that are members of the public in the BVI or
otherwise to individuals in the BVI. The funds are only available to, and any invitation or offer to subscribe,
purchase, or otherwise acquire such funds will be made only to, persons outside the BVI, with the exception of
persons resident in the BVI solely by virtue of being a company incorporated in the BVI or persons who are not
considered to be “members of the public” under the Securities and Investment Business Act, 2010 (“SIBA”). Any
person who receives this document in the BVI (other than a person who is not considered a member of the
public in the BVI for purposes of SIBA, or a person resident in the BVI solely by virtue of being a company
incorporated in the BVI and this document is received at its registered office in the BVI) should not act or rely on
this Document or any of its contents.
El presente documento no constituyo una oferta o una solicitud de oferta de inversión en los valores descritos
en el mismo. El presente documento está dirigido exclusivamente a inversionistas profesionales / sofisticados
en los Estados Unidos y es exclusivamente de carácter informativo. Los valores solo están disponible para
inversionistas finales fuera de los Estados Unidos, por lo que este documento no deberá ser distribuido a
inversionistas en los Estados Unidos.
Aquella entidad que utilice o reenvíe este material, elaborado por VIGM, S.A. de C.V., Asesor de Inversiones
Independiente en México, a cualquier otra parte será el único responsable del cumplimiento de la regulación en
dicha distribución.
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to invest in the securities mentioned herein. It is
directed at professional / sophisticated investors in the United States for their use and information. The Fund is
only available for investment by non-U.S. investors, and this document should not be given to a retail investor in
the United States. Any entity responsible for forwarding this material, which is produced by VIGM, S.A. de C.V.,
Asesor de Inversiones Independiente in Mexico, to other parties takes responsibility for ensuring compliance
with applicable securities laws in connection with its distribution.

